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Abstract. Different approaches have been used in order to represent and build control engineering concepts for the computer. 
Software applications for these fields are becoming more and more demanding each day, and new representation schemas are 
continuously being developed. This paper describes a study of the use of knowledge models represented in ontologies for 
building Computer Aided Control Systems Design (CACSD) tools. The use of this approach allows the construction of formal 
conceptual structures that can be stated independently of any software application and be used in many different ones. In order 
to show the advantages of this approach, an ontology and an application have been built for the domain of design of lead/lag 
controllers with the root locus method, presenting the results and benefits found. 
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1.  Introduction 
Representing control engineering data and knowledge in the computer has always been a concern in 
CACSD (Computer- Aided Control System Design) software [1], [2].  The growing complexity of the 
systems, projects and tools related to control engineering makes it necessary to study and find 
knowledge representation schemas that can face the current software demands and the future trends of 
the discipline. This work studies the application of knowledge modelling techniques, for addressing 
these challenges. This approach is based on the use of explicit, computable knowledge models called 
ontologies [3] which are conceptual structures existing on their own, independently of any specific 
application.	
In order to clarify and study the benefits of this approach, an ontology and a practical application 
have been developed. The application is devoted to the design of lead/lag controllers by using the root 
locus method. This application is able to perform a design based on the knowledge that has been 
previously built into the ontology, storing a data record containing all the concepts, tasks and values 
involved in the design process carried out, in such a way that it is able to present this information to 
the user with a level of detail that has not been achieved in any previous application of this kind. The 
tool is also capable of reacting to user interaction, offering explanations about any of the concepts or 
steps involved in the process. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the different activities within 
control and systems engineering where data and knowledge representation is a concern, showing the 
usual approaches and developments that have been used to cope with this problem. Section 3 
introduces the knowledge modelling techniques based on the construction of ontologies, showing how 
they are already being used in many fields relating to systems engineering. Section 4 briefly describes 
the domain being modelled, while section 5 gives an overview of the general architecture of the 
system. Section 6 presents the ontology about the design of lead/lag controllers that has been 
developed, including the rationales of its design and giving examples of some the conceptual 
structures that are built inside. Finally, section 7 is devoted to show and describe the graphical 
CACSD application by which the user is able to interact with the application and section 8 contains 
some discussion relating this work to previously existing ones and stressing the advantages of the 
approach which has been presented here. 
 
2.  Evolution of the knowledge representation in CACSD software  
Data and knowledge representation in CACSD software is a crucial concern for obtaining better 
software tools. Some of the motivating issues and problems guiding the research in this field will be 
briefly discussed here. The aim of this exposition is to show how knowledge representation schemes 
are becoming more and more complex as the field of CACSD evolves and how the approach 
presented in this paper relates to the mentioned techniques. 
2.1.  Languages and tools for modeling and simulation 
Finding convenient ways of representing control systems allows an easier development and use of 
modelling and simulation software. With the experience obtained in the first, structured-language-
based tools like CSSL (Continuous System Simulation Language) or ACSL (Advanced Continuous 
Simulation Language) [4], some advances were made in order to reuse previously programmed 
models without having to build them from scratch each time a simulation was built. DYMOLA [5] is 
an early example of this reusing approach, and its successor, OMOLA [6], is one of the first 
applications using the object orientation paradigm for representing components. MODELICA [7] is 
based on the use of model libraries able to represent systems of different nature (electrical, 
mechanical, hydraulic, etc) by means of reusable components.  
As these tools have shown, the more powerful the knowledge representation schema is, the more 
reusable the models are. Reusability and encapsulation are two of the key concepts guiding the 
research in modelling and simulation languages.  
2.2. Interaction between humans and machines  
The interaction between the user and a CACSD application is another one of the issues guiding the 
evolution of this kind of software. Though different types of users need different levels of interaction, 
the development of these tools over the years shows an evolution from the initial command-line-based 
ones to the complex graphical user interfaces with a high level of abstraction.  
Another great influence in the evolution of CACSD software is the development of the UML 
language (Unified Modeling Language) [8] and its adaptation to the systems engineering field: 
SysML (Systems Modeling Language) [9] [10]. By using these languages, it is easier to describe the 
systems, the design goals, the project characteristics and its evolution, etc. It also eases the interaction 
among machines as well as the automatic translation of the representing structures to other ones 
(executable code, documentation, etc). Object orientation and SysML are today widely adopted tools 
to represent systems and control engineering knowledge.  
2.3. Integration of applications 
Within the life-cycle of a systems or control engineering project many different computer 
applications are involved. All these applications use different representations for their data and this, 
often, makes them incompatible, making it necessary to perform a translation whenever data pass 
from one application to the next. With this issue in mind, different efforts have been carried out in 
order to get completely integrated architectures. 
The first attempts devoted to building software platforms for integrating systems and control 
engineering tools date back to the middle 1980. Some examples of these platforms are ECSTASY 
(Environment for Control System Theory and Synthesis) [11], GE-MEAD (General Electric - 
Multidisciplinary Expert-aided Analysis and Design) [12] or ANDECS [13]. All these systems are 
based on the existence of a central repository where the data of a given project is stored in a 
standardized format. ANDECS is the system that has the most complex data representation structure, 
consisting of a database where objects representing the involved elements are stored [14]. Data from 
other applications and manufacturers is translated into the internal format of the repository. 
As pointed out in [2], the use of a centralized repository for the data proved not to be an efficient 
approach: the different manufacturers could change their data format without prior warning, making 
the programming of wrappers to make the translation to the centralized format very difficult. With 
this in mind, in the 1990’s new efforts were carried out in order to find languages and tools that would 
facilitate the translation process and that could even be promoted as representation standards. The 
EXPRESS language [15], developed by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) was 
introduced in the CACSD domain as a common high level language for the integration of applications 
[16], however it did not gain wide acceptation due to its inherent complexity and the lack of usable 
tools to manage it. 
The protocol AP-233, devoted to “Systems Engineering Data Representation” [17] is another effort 
to describe generic data structures for the design and fabrication processes. AP-233 uses both 
EXPRESS and UML for representing the data structures [18]. AP-233 overlaps, in some of its 
functionalities, with SysUML [19] 
3. Ontologies as knowledge representation entities for systems engineering 
As was stated in section 2, the evolution of CACSD tools and techniques has pursued the creation 
of more and more elaborated data and knowledge representation schemas. From libraries of models 
and components to the use of object orientation techniques or the development of standardized 
schemas and languages (UML, SysML, EXPRESS, AP-233, etc), the effort is aimed at easing the 
design, development and reuse of software units for building systems and control engineering tools. 
Most of these approaches were based on the application of the developments achieved in the field 
of software engineering, conveniently applied or adapted to the systems and control engineering field. 
The aim of this work is to show how the research and developments from field of knowledge 
representation can be applied to further improve the mentioned techniques and tools, showing how 
knowledge representation with ontologies enhances the capabilities of the object orientation paradigm, 
easing the reuse of software models. 
 
3.1. Ontologies 
Starting in the early 1990's, the idea of ontologies as computer-based knowledge representation 
schemas appeared and evolved, soon becoming an appealing choice for representing knowledge in the 
computer, especially in complex domains. Ontologies use to be defined as “a formal and explicit 
representation of a conceptualization” [20]. One can think of these conceptual structures as if they 
were a dictionary or a thesaurus containing the terms and concepts appearing in a given domain but 
augmented with a number of formally specified relationships and axioms holding among those 
concepts. The mentioned formalization allows the automatic processing of the conceptual structure by 
a computer. Ontological engineering is a very active research field today, most of this research is 
aimed at the application of these ideas in the Internet, in what is called "the semantic web" [21], but 
many other fields of application are also being explored. The impact of ontologies for e-Science 
applications is remarkable [22], including systems engineering as will be seen in the next section. 
3.2.  Ontologies for systems engineering 
The use of ontologies in the systems engineering domain has gained popularity in recent years. 
Research aimed at practical applications of ontologies in this field can be found in many areas like 
advising systems [23], product assembly [24], process engineering [25], [26], automation and robotics 
[27] aeronautics [28], earth sciences (SWEET (The Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental 
Terminology) [29], automation engineering [30] supply chain management [31], [32] manufacturing 
systems engineering [33] [34], design [35], system configuration [36], engineering information 
management [37], decision making [38] simulation [39], [40], etc. 
Ontologies are also being used today in substitution or combination with other representation 
schemas that have been previously mentioned in section 2. In [41] a study is presented comparing the 
use of what are called “lightweight ontologies” (developed with UML or similar formalisms) and 
“heavyweight ontologies” (that include complex reasoning processes based on some sort of logic) for 
manufacturing knowledge representation. Another example is the use of ontology defining languages 
instead of EXPRESS [42], [43] for describing systems engineering models in the context of the 
project STEP [44], [45]. A third example could be the integration of STEP, UML and the web 
ontology language (OWL) (a language for the definition of ontologies developed by the Wide World 
Web Consortium, W3C) in the Pan Galactic Engineering Framework [46]. Industry Foundation 
Classes (IFC) are also being represented by ontologies as is the case of the ifcOWL project [47], [48]. 
A semantic interoperability framework for Computer Aided Design (CAD) and related ontologies are 
described in [49] where not only product shape, but parameters, constraints, features or design history 
for the product is captured. 
4. The domain of study: lead lag controller design with the root locus method 
This section is an introduction to the domain of control engineering and also to the design technique 
that was chosen to be modelled and represented in the ontology: the root locus method. Among the 
many different design procedures and techniques that can be found in the field, the root locus method 
was chosen because of the conceptual challenges that it posed from the knowledge representation 
point of view. Compared to other, more modern methods, the root locus is a graphical one involving 
heuristic knowledge and is widely used as an educational tool for undergraduate students. 
 
4.1. Overview of control engineering 
 
The purpose of control engineering is to modify the dynamical behaviour of a given system in order 
to make it operate under some desired working conditions. A typical example is the control of an 
antenna positioning system (fig. 1). Some conditions may be imposed at design time for the 
characteristics of the response of the antenna to a change in the reference (desired) angular position 
(e.g. the time the antenna takes to reach its final position, the difference between the desired and the 
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Figure 1. Antenna positioning system with its lumped parameters, differential equations and 
transfer function models 
 
 In order to achieve the design goals, some analysis and design processes must be carried out by 
using mathematical models of the physical systems involved. Figure 2 shows two possible example 
response curves for the controlled system (the curve represent the angular position of the antenna vs 
time): The first (fig 2a), slower one, has no oscillatory response but lasts longer to reach its final 
position. The second response (fig 2b) is faster, but the antenna surpasses the intended final angular 
position and presents some oscillations until it reaches the final value.  
 
Control engineering uses a number of mathematical models in order to study the behaviour of 
systems. Classical control theory, in particular, uses the so-called Laplace transformation that, 
conveniently applied to the set of differential equations describing the system, produces a 
mathematical representation consisting in a polynomial quotient that reflects the relationship between 
the output and the input signals to the system. This polynomial quotient is called the "transfer function 
model" of the corresponding system (see figure 1). The power of this representation lies in the fact 
that the response of the system to a given input can be derived by studying the position of the roots of 
the polynomials in the numerator and denominator of the transfer function, that are called, 















































Figure. 2. Different responses for two control strategies of an antenna positioning system. 
 
Any subsystem is graphically represented by a transfer function block. These blocks are 
interconnected in a diagram representing the physical interconnection of the real subsystems. The 
typical control schema, shown in figure 3, consists of a feedback loop that measures the current 
position of the antenna, a comparator producing an error signal (difference between the reference and 
the current position) and a controller, which is a component that, according to the error signal, drives 
the input to the antenna in order to have it working under the desired conditions. 




















































Figure 3. Antenna positioning system with feedback loop and controller. 
 
The aim of the control design process is to find the appropriate parameters for the controller (K, p1 
and z1 in figure 3) that will make the total system (the one including all the subsystems having, as the 
input, the required position of the antenna and, as the output, the actual position of the antenna) work 
under the desired conditions. 
4.2. Controller design with the root locus method 
Controller design with the root locus method is a graphical process that tries to place the poles of 
the total system according to its desired dynamical behaviour. First, the pole (p1) and zero (z1) 
positions of the controller are calculated, according to different placement algorithms, keeping the 
parameter K variable (see figure 3). Varying the value of K from zero to infinity allows the sketch of 
the path that the poles of the total system draw in the argand diagram (real vs imaginary axis). This 
graph is called the root locus (curves in figure 4). This way, the most suitable value for K can be 
chosen (small squares in figure 4 represent the position of the poles of the total system for a given 
value of K). The controller must then be tested by running simulations on the transfer function model 
and also in the real system. If the behaviour does not meet the initial performance criteria, a re-design 
process must be performed. 
 
Figure. 4. Root locus of the total system in figure 3. Squared dots shows the positions of the poles of 
the total system for a given value of the parameter K in the controller. 
5. General architecture of the system 
Figure 5 shows the architecture and building blocks of the software that has been developed. The 
first stage is the construction of the ontology, that defines the concepts and knowledge used to 
implement the design of lead-lag controllers with the root locus method. This stage needs the 
collaboration of a knowledge engineer and a control engineer. Once the ontology is built, a software 
module translates the structures in the ontology into production rules that execute the described design 
procedure. 
 
Figure 5. Architecture and building blocks 
 
With the ontology and the corresponding rules, the system is ready to be entered some design 
problem data. With these particular data the rules will be fired until a solution is found. Every single 
calculation and design decision will be stored along with the ontology forming a knowledge base 
Then the user can interact with this solved problem by using a graphical user interface where all the 
information will be presented. By using this interface, the user is guided through the design process, 
and the knowledge model serves as a source of explanations for any question the user may pose. 
Each of the different modules and subsystems are presented and described in the following sections. 
6. Conceptual structures in the ontology for root-locus controller design 
This section contains the description of the structure of the ontology describing the controller 
design process by the root locus method. There are many ontology building methodologies [50], most 
of them based on well-known software engineering methodologies. In this work, METHONTOLOGY 
[51] was chosen as a guiding methodology, and a bottom-up strategy was used to build the conceptual 
model, this means that the bottom level concepts are conceptualized first, while the top level (more 
complex) ones are built based on the concepts already existing in the model. This decision was taken 
on the basis of a study about the characterization of the knowledge of the domain: As pointed out in 
[52] one of the main characteristics of control engineering is the way it emerged as a differentiated 
discipline from other previously existing ones (like electronics or communication engineering) by 
creating and developing a language of its own. The concepts of this language are built on top of other, 
lower level ones, starting with those from mathematics, and, therefore, bottom-up strategy seems to be 
adequate. 
Before presenting the ontology, it is useful to point out that two conceptually different types of 
knowledge to be modelled can be found: the one dealing with the static knowledge and the one 
dealing with the dynamic knowledge. The first one describes and defines static concepts, properties, 
characteristics, components, etc; while the second describes actions, tasks, design decisions, iterations, 
etc. This distinction is useful both for building and understanding the structure of the ontology. The 
conceptualization in the ontology of both types of knowledge is described next. 
6.1. Conceptualization of the static knowledge 
Control engineering analysis and design methods are based on the use of mathematical models 
describing the dynamical behaviour of the systems. For this reason, it is reasonable to start the 
conceptualization at the level of mathematical structures. The ontology, in fact, is grounded on the 
conceptualization of the mathematical concept "real number". 
On top of the concept "real number", other concepts are represented: complex number (consisting 
of a pair of real numbers), polynomial (consisting of a series of coefficients or a series of roots plus a 
main coefficient), quotient (consisting of a numerator and a denominator), polynomial quotient (a 
specialization of a quotient where both numerator and denominator are polynomials), and so on. Each 
transfer function representing the involved systems is described by one of these polynomial quotients. 
Figure 6 shows four different conceptual levels, where the concepts belonging to each of the levels 
are defined by using and combining the concepts from the levels below, and so the higher the level, 
the higher the abstraction of the concept. The basic mathematical concepts belong to “Level 1”. In this 
level, classes (dotted squares) represent mathematical concepts with their corresponding attributes 
(labelled arrows). Level 2 contains instances (rounded rectangles) that are used to give a suitable 
name to a mathematical concept from level 1. For example, the polynomial appearing in the 
“hasDenominator” attribute of a PolynomialQuotient element is named the “denominator” of the 
given quotient. This is important in order to later build mathematical expressions by using these 
names instead of the name of the attribute. Level 3 shows an instance “poles”, that is defined by 
concatenating the names of the concepts created in level 2. This way, the “poles” of a given 
TransferFunction are defined as the “roots” of the “denominator” of the “transfer function” (the dotted 
arrow shows this ordered concatenation). This way, the control engineer uses the names of the 
mathematical concepts he is used to handle while, internally, this expression is translated into a 
property (attribute) chaining in the ontology descriptions. In a fourth level the instance concept 
“realPoles” is built by stablishing a condition on the concept in the level below. In this example, 
“realPoles” are those “poles” (complex numbers) having its imaginary part equal to zero. With all this 
set of concepts, the control engineer has a suitable conceptual toolkit to ease the knowledge 
acquisition phase when describing the design process of a compensator. He can refer to “the real poles 
of a given system” without the need to worry about the internal structure of the ontology because the 
definition for “real poles” is conveniently represented, as has been seen. 
Level 1 contains raw data structures, while level 2 contains mathematical concepts. Finally, levels 3 
and 4 contain control engineering concepts. This stratified structure reflects the fact that control 
engineering concepts are built on top of other ones, and allows the generation of definitions and 
explanations both for the control engineer describing the design of compensators and for the final user 
of the application.  
 









Characteristics, also called properties, are a very important ontological construct. As an example we 
have: real part, imaginary part, modulus and argument as characteristics of complex numbers; order, 
roots or main coefficient, etc, for polynomials, and so on. All these properties are part of the definition 
of the concepts or can be calculated by some mathematical expression ("mathematical expression" is 
also a concept in the ontology). Both quantitative and qualitative characteristics can be found. 
Quantitative characteristics can be calculated by a formula or take their value from external 
applications in case that there is no direct mathematical expression to be applied for its calculation. In 
this later case, the interaction between the ontology and the external applications (Matlab and Maple 
have been used in this study) is also conceptualized in the ontology (representing the functions to be 
called and the parameters and their corresponding data types to be passed to these functions). 




























Figure 7. Canonical blocks and mapping to real blocks 
 
6.1.2. Subsystem interconnection 
 
The interconnection of transfer functions is represented in the ontology by means of a 
conceptualization of the block diagram, as shown in figure 3. Blocks are named according to their 
function in the diagram. Connections among blocks are also conceptualized, in order to being able to 
define calculated blocks, as is the case of the total system in figure 7. The blocks represented in the 
top diagram in figure 7 are called “canonical blocks” because they represent the systems involved 
independently of the actual different physical elements that may play these roles.  
The name of the canonical blocks is useful to be able to refer to them in order to stablish the 
rationale of the design process in an abstract way. The design process will be described by referring to 
the characteristics of the canonical blocks (“the Plant”, “the Controller”, “the Total system”, etc.) in 
general. Later, when this design process is applied to a real problem, the canonical blocks will be 
mapped to the real mathematical models in order to accomplish the design. Moreover, within a given 
design process, some canonical blocks, as is the case of “the Controller”, will have different mappings 
in the different design steps because the parameters defining it will change as the design evolves.  
Canonical blocks are represented in the ontology as instances of a class where the main property is 
the name of the canonical block, because it is the way they will be referred. The mappings consist on 
a reference to the canonical block and a reference to a given instance of the mapped object (in this 
case, an instance of TransferFunctionSystemModel). Timed mappings also have account of the design 
phase (represented with an integer reflecting the design step).  
 
 
Figure 8. Canonical blocks with timed mappings in the ontology. 
 
Figure 8 shows some instances of the concept TimedMapping. There are mappings referring to the 
design steps number 0, 1 and 2. Mappings related to the canonical blocks are highlighted with a 
rectangle. For each mapping there is a reference to the design step (the integer name representing the 
step is called a “time stamp”), then it appears the name of the canonical block, and finally the actual 
transfer function is associated. In the figure, the canonical blocks that appear are “plant”, “Total 
system” and “controller”. As can be seen, the plant is always mapped to the same transfer function, 
because the plant is a problem data and does not change during the design. The controller is the 
element being designed and so each design stage has a different value. The total system is also 
different for each time stamp because its transfer function depends on the one of the controller. 
 
6.1.3. Conceptualization of the root locus graph 
 
Figure 9 shows some examples of root locus graphical objects and their corresponding ontology 
representation. The root locus is the path that each of the poles of the total system travel when the 
parameter K of the compensator varies from zero to infinity. Each pole, then, describes a parametric 
curve (usually called “a branch” of the root locus). In the ontology, each of these branches is called a 
“ParametricPointPath”, and the points that build them are represented by concepts called 
“ParametricPointPathPoint”.  
The root locus is an important structure to be modeled. All the graphical elements constituting the 
locus must be included in the conceptualization, and therefore points (with their real and imaginary 
part, value of the parameter K, partial derivative at the point, etc), branches (composed of a series of 
points), etc. must be represented. Derived concepts are also needed like "stable portion of a branch" or 
"stable portion of the root locus" (defined as the interval of K values where all the corresponding 







Figure 9. Representation of the root locus 
6.2. Conceptualization of the dynamic knowledge 
The process of compensator design in control engineering is iterative in nature, that is, different 
compensators can be designed until a given one makes the total system accomplish the original 
performance objectives.  
In this research, a typical configuration is assumed with a lead-lag compensator in cascade with the 
plant, unitary and negative feedback and designing for tracking of the reference signal. The design 
parameters, under these assumptions, are the type of controller (proportional, lead or lag), the 
positions of poles and zeroes of the controller (p1 and z1 in figure 3), and its proportional constant K. 
The design process is conceptualized by dividing it into a number of tasks and subtasks. Each of 
these tasks is represented by a rule-like structure where the following components can be 
distinguished: 
 
• An antecedent, consisting of a series of objects that must be present in the knowledge base 
and a number of conditions that must be accomplished in order to perform the task. 
• The consequent, consisting on a number of actions to be executed when the task is performed 
and the next task to be executed (if any) when the present one ends. 
Rules are stated by using the constructs available in the ontology and, consequently, there is no 
need to know a particular rule language. The ontology, in this regard, acts as convenient knowledge 
acquisition tool, letting the control engineer focus in the design method and not in the implementation. 
Actions, eventually, can contain design decisions, that are statements assigning a given value to one 
of the design parameters (for example, “the real part of the lead zero”). The dynamic knowledge 
model is modular, allowing the use and interchange of different strategies for a single design task, 
easing the maintainability and extensibility of the ontology, and the use of different design strategies 
and algorithms. 
Almost all of the sentences describing the design process are referred, in the end, to a given transfer 
function system model of the ones participating in the design (that is: the plant, the controller, the 
"open loop system" and the total system, see figure 3). But these references must be stated 
independently of any particular value that the systems may have in a given design iteration. This 
makes it necessary to build a mapping (for each of the design stages) from the names of the 
participating blocks to the corresponding real transfer functions, as represented in figure 7 and 8. 
Time is not treated as a continuous measure in the design process, but as a discrete series of 
intervals where the design is performed. During one of these design intervals, all the necessary design 
parameters are given a value and so the design interval will end by testing the current design against 
the original performance specifications. The ontology has a conceptualization of the current design 
stage and also a set of operators in order to refer to the "previous", "previous of previous", etc., design 
intervals. This way, any reference to any point of the design process can be easily stated in relation to 
the current interval. For simplicity, when an expression makes reference to "the type of the controller" 
or to "the real part of the lead zero", it is assumed that this means "the type of the current controller" 
and "the real part of the current lead zero". Whenever a mention is made to a previous design, the time 
stamp reference is calculated to tackle with this issue. 
With all these considerations, a design decision about a redesign activity could be stated as "set the 
real part of the lead zero equal to 0.75 times its previous value", as use to be the case in real scenarios. 
Once the ontology reflecting the design process is built, the conceptual structures must be 
"executed" against some particular problem data. In order to accomplish this, the conceptual 
structures in the ontology are first automatically translated into a series of production rules.  
 
6.2.1. Some examples about the conceptualization of the dynamic knowledge 
 
Some examples of dynamical knowledge structures and their corresponding translations into rules 
are given next in order to clarify this type of conceptualization. 
Figure 10 shows an example of design conceptualization for a given sub-design problem: assigning 
a value to the lead pole of the compensator. This is one of the simplest tasks that can be found in the 
ontology. It is a task with no preconditions (is called an “UnconditionalTask”). It has only a 
consequent where a “DO” clause and a “GO” clause are stated. The “DO” clause contains a set of 
actions to be performed while the “GO” clause states the next task to be achieved. Below the ontology 
snapshot, the corresponding (automatically generated) translation to a production rule is also shown. 
 
(defrule UnconditionalTask-design_lead_pole
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
?idActivator <- (design lead pole)
=>
(removeDesignParameterTimedMapping cekb_Instance_170010 ?currentTimeStamp )




(make-instance of TimedMapping(hasMapping ?mapping00) 
(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp) 
map)
(calculateLeadPole (create$ cekb_Instance_170009 cekb_Instance_560006 
cekb_Instance_100011 cekb_Instance_150002 cekb_Instance_560001 )  )
(calculateLeadController (create$ )  )






Figure 10. Representation of a simple task for assigning the lead pole. 
 
Another example of conceptualized task is the one that tests if the compensator design achieved 
within a design stage leads to the fulfillment of the initial design requirements. This conceptual 
structure, and its corresponding generated rules can be seen in figure 11. In this case, a different set of 
actions are stated depending whether the design is successful (the execution ends successfully) or not 
(a complete re-design process must be achieved, trying first to choose a different value for the 
parameter K of the compensator). In this case, the translation into rules results in two different ones: 
















Figure 11. Representation of the task testing if the current design is successful or not. 
 
6.3. Some examples and metrics from the ontology 
The next two paragraphs show two examples of conceptualizations in the ontology. The objective is 
to show the high modularity of concepts that give a great level of flexibility for building the 
conceptual structures and easing the knowledge acquisition phase. The first one corresponds to the so-
called static structure of the ontology and the second one to its dynamic structure. 
(defrule ControlBifurcationDecisionTask-If_design_accomplishes_specifications-TRUE 
?idActivator <- (If design accomplishes specifications)
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
;The precondition patterns: 
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping0 ))
(object (is-a CanonicalToRealMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping0)(hasCanonicalInstance ?canonical0&:(= (instance-name ?canonical0) 
cekb_Instance_220000)) (hasRealInstance ?realInstance0))
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping1 ))
(object (is-a DesignConceptMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping1) (hasCanonicalDesignConcept ?canonical1&:(= (instance-name ?canonical1) 
cekb_Instance_410019))(hasRealDesignConcept ?realInstance1))
;The accomplishes function patterns (ts, %OS) 
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac1&:(eq (slot-get ?charac1 hasCharacteristicName) 
"settling time 2 percent")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac2&:(eq (slot-get ?charac2 hasCharacteristicName) 
"damping factor")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(test (accomplishes ?realInstance0 ?realInstance1 ))






?idActivator <- (If design accomplishes specifications)
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
;The re;The precondition patterns: 
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping0 ))
(object (is-a CanonicalToRealMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping0)(hasCanonicalInstance ?canonical0&:(= (instance-name ?canonical0) 
cekb_Instance_220000)) (hasRealInstance ?realInstance0))
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping1 ))
(object (is-a DesignConceptMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping1) (hasCanonicalDesignConcept ?canonical1&:(= (instance-name ?canonical1) 
cekb_Instance_410019))(hasRealDesignConcept ?realInstance1))
;The accomplishes function patterns (ts, %OS) 
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac1&:(eq (slot-get ?charac1 hasCharacteristicName) 
"settling time 2 percent")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac2&:(eq (slot-get ?charac2 hasCharacteristicName) 
"damping factor")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(not(test (accomplishes ?realInstance0 ?realInstance1 ))) 
;The required Entity patterns: 
=>
.......DO ACTIONS…………..





Figure 12. Part of the conceptualization of the concept "absolute stability" 
 
Figure 12 shows a qualitative characteristic of a dynamical system as described in classical control 
theory: absolute stability. The figure shows the complexity of the definition that is represented in the 
ontology (smaller windows show some of concepts that are used for the definition of the main one). 
This representation allows the automatic generation of user friendly definitions of the concept if the 
user asks for them, and also the automatic calculation of the characteristic value. 
The absolute stability of a dynamical system is a qualitative value taking the following values: 
• “Stable” – when all the poles of the transfer function model of the system have a negative real 
part. 
• “Not Stable” – when at least one of the poles of the transfer function model of the system 
have a positive real part or is located in the imaginary axis. 
In figure 12, the following structures can be observed: 
• Number 1 shows the instance defining the absolute stability. 
• Number 2 is the window where the definition of this instance is stated. 
• Number 3 shows the two conditions corresponding to the “Stable” and “Not Stable” 
qualitative values, as stated previously. 
• Number 4 expands the second of the conditions, showing how the boolean condition is 
mapped to the qualitative value “Stable”. 
• Number 5 is the instance where the boolean condition is stated. A logical operator AND is 
stablished, and the conditions affected are shown below. 
• Number 6 shows the instance where the first condition is created. There is a quantitative 
characteristic (“num_positive_semiplane_poles”), a value (“0.0”), and a comparator 
(“Equal”). 
• Number 7 shows how the quantitative value “num_positive_semiplane_poles” is defined. In 
this case, it corresponds to the expression “number of elements of (right half plane poles)”. 
• Number 8 shows how the mapping from the expression “number of elements of (right half 
plane poles) to the value “num_positive_semiplane_poles” (more adequate for handling by 
humans) is stated in the ontology. 
• Number 9 shows how the expression “number of elements of (right half plane poles)” is 
composed of the operator “number of elements” and the collection of objects “right half 
plane poles”. 
• Number 10 shows how the concept “right half plane poles” is defined. The definition is built 
by using a condition on the set of poles, testing which of these poles have their real part 
greater than zero. 
• The definition of the concept “poles” could also be shown, but would make the figure 
unreadable. But it is interesting to refer to figure 6 where this concept appears in the “level 
3”, defined as the “roots” of the “denominator” of the “transferFunction”. Also, the 
concepts from level 2 “roots”, “denominator” and “transferFunction” refer to concepts in 
level 1 that, in the end, are based on the basic “RealNumber” concept, which is the simplest 
concept in the ontology. 
 
The second example is the conceptualization of part of a task corresponding to the dynamic 
knowledge. One of the possible actions when designing a lead/lag compensator consists of locating a 
point called "the root locus target point" (the point through which the root locus of the total system 
should ideally pass) in the Argand diagram. Figure 13 shows part of the conceptualization regarding a 
design decision: the assignation of a value to the abscissa (real part) of this point. As can be seen, 
every single concept is represented in the ontology and decomposed into simpler concepts down to the 
mathematical ones. In the figure, some conceptual constructs can be distinguished: 
• Number 1 corresponds to the instance representing the design decision, that is the assignation 
of a value (in this case the real part of the centroid of the design area built taking into 
account the design objectives) to a parameter (the real part of the root locus target point). 
• Number 2 is the knowledge representation for “the real part” of an element, in this case “the 
centroid of the design area”. The instance has a quantitative characteristic (the real part in 
this example) that is applied to a complex number (the centroid of the design area). 
• Number 3 is the conceptualization of the quantitative characteristic “real part”. As it is shown, 
it can be applied to instances of the class “ComplexNumber” and is defined as the attribute 
“hasRealPart” of the instance appearing in the attribute 
hasRealAndImaginaryPartDescription of the corresponding instance of the class 
ComplexNumber. As can be seen, this definition is based in a property (attribute) chaining. 
Figure 6 shows how this attributes and classes are related. 
• Number 4 shows the concept “centroid of design area” applied to “design objective”, that is, it 
refers to the centroid of an area that results from the graphical representation of the design 
objectives (requirements) for the controlled system when the problem is stated. 
• Number 5 is the concept representing the centroid of a design area. In number 6, the centroid 
calculation is conceptualized, in this case by calling an external function (“findCentroid”) 
to which the parameter obtained from the attribute “hasAreas” is passed. The returning 
value will have to be parsed and stored as a “ComplexNumber” ontology concept. The 
instance describing the function “findCentroid” is not included here. It is a call to a Maple 
function that calculates the centroid of a given 2-D area. Number 6 is the instance 
representing the calculation of the design area by passing the design requirements to a 
given function. As a result, a LogicalCompoundArea instance is obtained and stored in the 
ontology. 
• Number 8 is a concept representing the “design objective”. In a similar way as with the 
canonical blocks, the “design objective” is mapped to the particular design requirements 
stablished when the problem is stated (see figure 8). In this case, the “design objective” is 
always mapped to the same set of requirements, because these are initial and fixed desired 
performance criteria for the controlled system. 
 
With the help of this whole conceptual structure, the user can ask, at any time, for the definition of 






Figure 13. Part of the conceptualization of a design decision 
The ontology has been built by using a frame-like formalism with the tool Protégé [53], resulting in 
more than a thousand concepts. The knowledge structures are automatically translated into more than 
a hundred rules with JESS [54] syntax for executing the dynamic knowledge. The result of the 
execution of the ontology structures for a given problem is a very rich knowledge base describing the 
design process, with thousands of new instances introduced as the result of executing an average 
design activity. This knowledge base is the core and origin of the data for displaying and 
implementing interaction with the user in the graphical application, which is going to be described 
next. 
 
6.4. Evaluation of the knowledge model 
The development of the ontology was carried out using the knowledge from experts in the field and 
a number of textbooks. Each of the modelled design procedures was tested with particular problem 
data sets in order to evaluate the validity of the results. Each set of problem data was carefully chosen 
in order to force the system to make use of all the different conceptual structures represented in the 
ontology. Each of the results obtained with the tool were compared to the ones got by manual 
calculation, with the aid of the “SISO tool” from Matlab (now called Control System Designer App). 
In all the cases, choosing a similar design point for the controlled system in the Argand diagram, the 
results obtained were similar. 
7. The application for data presentation and user interaction 
Three different levels can be distinguished in the architecture of the system (see figure 5). The first 
one is the knowledge acquisition level, based on the use of the concepts in the ontology for creating 
the design procedures. The second one would be an automatic mechanism for transforming the 
conceptual structures into production rules in order to run the previously defined procedures. The 
third one would be the rule base once all the rules have been generated. 
When some problem data is inserted into the system, the rules will fire until a solution is reached. 
All the intermediate steps, along with the data that is generated in this process, are stored in a 
knowledge base. There is a huge amount of data generated for each execution that will be later used to 
show the process, answer questions and give explanations to the user. 
The final result is a knowledge model with a level of description that has not been previously 
reached for this kind of applications. This knowledge model represents the design process including 
the design rationale (telling why some tasks were performed but also why some others were not) and 
also the redesign activities (that is, new designs performed on the basis of previous, unsuccessful 
results). 
Once a given problem has been solved by the system, a user can use the graphical user interface 
(GUI) of the application in order to study how the problem was solved and the reasons behind each of 
the design decisions. With this interface, the user can interact with the elements in the screen, posing 
questions about concepts or design procedures and tasks. Figure 14 shows the graphical application 
showing the data corresponding to the execution of a given design process. As can be seen, there is a 
tab for each design iteration (labeled STEPn). Each of these labels has three different windows. The 
top left shows the graphical elements of the root locus. The top right shows the values of the different 
transfer functions, the tasks performed during that design iteration and the values of the design 
parameters. The bottom panel is where the answers to the questions of the user are displayed. 
 
 
Figure 14. Main window of the application 
 
Every element in the graphical user interface is generated from the elements in the ontology and the 
knowledge base (figure 15 gives some examples of concepts in the ontology and their corresponding 
graphical representation), moreover, the user can freely interact with them. This approach is an 
implementation of the Model-Based User Interface paradigm[55]. A similar, though web-oriented, 
approach, also using ontologies as knowledge models, is presented in [56]. 
Each time the user right-clicks on an element, a contextual menu is generated on the fly by 
querying the ontology and retrieving the different menu items according to the things that are stored 
in the ontology regarding the corresponding concept. In addition, any explanation about the concepts 
and the tasks executed during the design process is also automatically obtained from the formal 





Figure 15. Main window of the application, showing the relationship to concepts in the ontology. 
8. Discussion 
The approach described in this paper focuses and stresses the representation (in the computer) of 
the control engineering concepts themselves, independently of any software component or any 
particular CACSD application. The use of ontologies as the representing formalism allows the 
resulting conceptualization to be both computable and independent of any actual realization in 
software. This conceptual structure is highly reusable and may later be used within a number of 
software applications or for building other ontologies. 
Maintainability of the system is greatly eased with this approach. The roles of the knowledge 
engineer and the control engineer are clearly separated. Once the ontology is built, a control engineer 
can modify or insert new design methods by only knowing about a high-level, human-like syntax, 
language. Also, the same ontology can be reused for a number of different CACSD applications 
without the need to acquire knowledge engineering skills or with much less effort than if making it 
from scratch. This helps to solve what formerly was found to be one of the biggest drawbacks when 
building CACSD software with knowledge modeling techniques, as stated in [57]. 
The ontology, as well as being reusable, also acts as a knowledge acquisition tool [58], helping to 
manage the so-called knowledge acquisition bottleneck [59], one of the biggest problems when 
creating a knowledge model for a complex domain. 
As mentioned earlier, in order to solve a given design problem by using the knowledge model, the 
knowledge inside the ontology must be somehow "executed". In the case of this study, a rule-based 
system is automatically generated from the conceptual structures. This rule-based system must be 
generated only once, unless there is a change in the knowledge inside the ontology. In addition to the 
separation between knowledge and control engineer roles, also the cumbersome structure of the rule 
based system is separated from the much more convenient syntax of the ontology constructs. 
All these facts suppose a number of advantages compared to some of the CACSD systems of the 
1980's and 1990's (see, for example, [60] or [61]). There, the roles of the knowledge and control 
engineer were hard so separate and the resulting rule based systems were almost unmanageable. In 
those systems, any explanation facility had to be hardcoded, while with ontologies these explanations 
can be automatically generated from the formal structure of the concept definitions. As an example, in 
[61] the concept "poles" was a property of the software object "system". Poles got calculated 
somehow and set as the value of this property. If one wanted a definition of poles, it had to be 
hardcoded elsewhere. With the ontology approach, the concept of poles is formally defined and this 
definition is the base to (automatically) generate the code that calculates them, while being also the 
source for the explanation of the concept itself. 
A comparison with CACSD software developed from the 1990’s is also possible, but difficult to 
achieve and of limited use because of the different objective that guide the approach described in this 
paper. Current, evolved, CACSD tools are focused on taking advantage of the graphical and 
numerical manipulation capacities of the modern computers [62, 63] while the work presented here 
puts the focus on taking advantage of the knowledge representation capabilities of the computers, that 
have been greatly improved during the las two decades of evolution of this discipline. This way, tools 
like MATRIXx, Matlab Control System Design App, or Labview Control Design and Simulation 
assume that the user has a good knowledge about the controller design methods, and the tools are 
focused on offering a good user interface and presenting the graphics that show the behavior of the 
system while being designed. Other tools are specifically oriented to education and offer a great level 
of interactivity with the user, showing how the variations of a given design parameter affects the 
behavior of the system [64, 65]. These tools may include additional, text or web-based material for 
explaining the design, but in a non-structured plain-text or html format. In contrast, the tool described 
in this paper tries to adapt to any level of user knowledge about the design procedure. As the design is 
performed automatically (without user intervention), it will reflect the expertise of the control 
engineer that initially created the knowledge model describing the process. By storing all the design 
procedure at a great level of detail, the user can interact with the system (once the controller is 
designed) and obtain the information he may need of any design step achieved. Different users, 
according to their knowledge, may require different set of explanations from the system. In this sense, 
the tool can be a good educational and/or training platform. For example, a collection of solved 
exercises could be generated, validated and stored, and later put at the disposal of any user that may 
want to learn about the given compensator design process. 
The formal structure of ontologies makes it easier to translate among different representation 
formalisms that can be used by different software components. As an example, a wrapper was built in 
order to automate the communication with numerical calculus applications like Matlab or Maple. 
As regards the usability of the tool, the fact that every element in the graphical user interface is 
generated from the ontology has a number of advantages. The application can show a glimpse of the 
design procedure and the user can ask any question about any of the design iterations. Every user has 
a different experience of the application depending on the kind of interaction he demands. The user 
can concentrate in what he wants to explore, he can skip the known facts and concentrate and interact 
with the unknown ones. No explanation is hardcoded anywhere; they are automatically generated 
from the conceptual structure whenever they are needed. 
The kind of problems used for building the ontology and the knowledge-based system described in 
this paper are quite simple from the point of view of current, real controller design scenarios. This was 
an initial decision made because the main objective was to build a proof-of-concept application in 
order to find a suitable ontology-based representation for every conceptual structure involved in the 
root locus design method, that is, representation of transfer functions, block diagrams, mathematical 
formulae, quantitative and qualitative characteristics, the root locus graph components, etc. Choosing 
a more complex design problem (a multivariable problem, using different control topologies, 
controller formats or design methods) would have taken the research apart from its main initial 
objective, because it would have needed extra time to develop a bigger ontology, while the set of 
conceptual structures to be represented would have been, in essence, the same. Once this first 
approach has proven to be functional, the extension of the idea to more complex scenarios is feasible. 
It would only take some extra time, and the help of an expert on the given design method/s, to adapt 
or extend the ontology to suit this higher complexity. 
In this sense, future work could include the development of conceptual structures for representing 
other, different design methods like the frequency-response ones (Bode, Nyquist), other control 
configurations (more control loops, several inputs and outputs 
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Figure. 2. Different responses for two control strategies of an antenna positioning system. 





















































Figure 3. Antenna positioning system with feedback loop and controller. 
 
 
Figure. 4. Root locus of the total system in figure 3. Squared dots shows the positions of the poles of the total 
system for a given value of the parameter K in the controller. 
	
































Figure 7. Canonical blocks and mapping to real blocks 
 









Figure 9. Representation of the root locus 
(defrule UnconditionalTask-design_lead_pole
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
?idActivator <- (design lead pole)
=>
(removeDesignParameterTimedMapping cekb_Instance_170010 ?currentTimeStamp )




(make-instance of TimedMapping(hasMapping ?mapping00) 
(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp) 
map)
(calculateLeadPole (create$ cekb_Instance_170009 cekb_Instance_560006 
cekb_Instance_100011 cekb_Instance_150002 cekb_Instance_560001 )  )
(calculateLeadController (create$ )  )






Figure 10. Representation of a simple task for assigning the lead pole. 
 
Figure 11. Representation of the task testing if the current design is successful or not. 
(defrule ControlBifurcationDecisionTask-If_design_accomplishes_specifications-TRUE 
?idActivator <- (If design accomplishes specifications)
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
;The precondition patterns: 
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping0 ))
(object (is-a CanonicalToRealMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping0)(hasCanonicalInstance ?canonical0&:(= (instance-name ?canonical0) 
cekb_Instance_220000)) (hasRealInstance ?realInstance0))
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping1 ))
(object (is-a DesignConceptMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping1) (hasCanonicalDesignConcept ?canonical1&:(= (instance-name ?canonical1) 
cekb_Instance_410019))(hasRealDesignConcept ?realInstance1))
;The accomplishes function patterns (ts, %OS) 
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac1&:(eq (slot-get ?charac1 hasCharacteristicName) 
"settling time 2 percent")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac2&:(eq (slot-get ?charac2 hasCharacteristicName) 
"damping factor")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(test (accomplishes ?realInstance0 ?realInstance1 ))






?idActivator <- (If design accomplishes specifications)
(object (is-a NamedTimeStamp)(hasTimeStampName "CURRENT")(hasTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp))
;The re;The precondition patterns: 
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping0 ))
(object (is-a CanonicalToRealMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping0)(hasCanonicalInstance ?canonical0&:(= (instance-name ?canonical0) 
cekb_Instance_220000)) (hasRealInstance ?realInstance0))
(object (is-a TimedMapping)(hasDesignTimeStamp ?currentTimeStamp)(hasMapping ?mapping1 ))
(object (is-a DesignConceptMapping)(OBJECT ?mapping1) (hasCanonicalDesignConcept ?canonical1&:(= (instance-name ?canonical1) 
cekb_Instance_410019))(hasRealDesignConcept ?realInstance1))
;The accomplishes function patterns (ts, %OS) 
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac1&:(eq (slot-get ?charac1 hasCharacteristicName) 
"settling time 2 percent")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(object (is-a CharacteristicValueTriple) (hasQuantitativeCharacteristic ?charac2&:(eq (slot-get ?charac2 hasCharacteristicName) 
"damping factor")) (hasElementToWhichCharacteristicApplies ?realInstance0) )
(not(test (accomplishes ?realInstance0 ?realInstance1 ))) 
;The required Entity patterns: 
=>
.......DO ACTIONS…………..





















Figure 15. Main window of the application, showing the relationship to concepts in the ontology. 
 
